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This paper presents kinematic and dynamic analysis of a holonomic vehicle
continuously-variable transmission. Four ball wheels, independently actuated by DC
tors, enable for moving the vehicle in any direction within the plane and rotating it aro
its center. The angle between the two beams holding the balls can be changed to al
gear ratio and other dynamic characteristics of the vehicle. This feature is exploite
augmenting the vehicle stability, optimizing output power, selecting an appropriate
ratio, and in impedance matching. A simple adaptive friction-compensation-based
troller is proposed to handle the complex friction properties.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1434270#
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1 Introduction
Automobile engines are usually accompanied by gearboxe

satisfy varying torque-speed requirements. In contrast to t
electromechanical drives have, in general, fixed gearing.

Accordingly and as the torque-speed requirements vary, the
ficiency of such drives degrades. Since most mobile robots, w
are actuated mainly by electromechanical drives, have onb
power supplies~batteries!, power efficiency becomes a crucia
factor in the applicability of such vehicles. Hence, the necessit
using variable transmission with electromechanical drives
comes clear. Unfortunately, the bulkiness and momentary in
ruption in power transmission while changing ratios made step
variable transmission mechanisms unfavorable.

The pursuit of continuously variable transmission~CVT! began
as early as 1897, when Maugras invented his split-torque ver
@1#. Only recent advancements in tribology, material science,
electronic control have made CVT’s a very interesting propo
tion. The automobile industry was encouraged to use CVT’s
increase fuel efficiency of the engine@2#.

On the other hand, CVT technology is emerging for electrom
chanical drives. Examples include ball and disk CVT’s, co
drives, variable pitch V-belts, and X-screw drives@3#.

In the robotics literature, a large number of wheeled or trac
platform mechanisms have been studied and developed to pro
the holonomity of the vehicle. This includes the Swedish whe
the omni-alpha wheel, the crawler mechanism, and the orthog
wheel mechanism@4#.

In this paper, a new type of continuously variable transmiss
developed by the authors’ group for holonomic vehicles will
analyzed with regard to kinematic and dynamic behavior a
power efficiency. Four ball wheels, independently actuated by
motors, enable moving the vehicle in any direction within t
plane and rotating it around its center. The angle between the
beams holding the balls can be changed to continuously var
the gear ratio. In contrast to any other design, the CVT is imb
ded in the design concept, i.e., there is no separate physical e
called the CVT mechanism. This makes this design more att
tive, especially regarding the weight of the vehicle and the r
ability of the system. This new CVT exhibits unique character
tics and superb performance. Complexity of the mechani
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however, creates complex frictional properties, which not o
reduce transmission efficiency but also degrade control per
mance. In the latter half of this paper, an efficient compensa
method is applied to the vehicle with CVT.

In Section 2, the principle and mechanism of the CVT is d
scribed, this includes the kinematics of the motor-ball mechan
and the relationship between individual ball velocities and gen
alized vehicle velocities. Section 3 gives the dynamics of the
hicle including different friction forces acting on the system
Power issues related to the novel CVT design are analyze
Section 4. Section 5 presents the adaptive friction-compensa
control. Some simulation experiments including the parame
identification of a prototype and the implementation of the cont
method are given in Section 6.

2 Vehicle Mechanism With Continuously Variable
Transmission

2.1 Mechanism. In contrast to nonholonomic vehicles,
holonomic vehicle can move in an arbitrary direction continua
without changing the direction of the wheels. It can move ba
and forth, slide sideways, and rotate in place. The novel design@5#
is based on a spherical tire mechanism where a solid ball is
by a ring roller mechanism. Power is transmitted from a DC mo
through a reduction gear, that is meshed with a ring, to the ball
friction between the ball and the rollers mounted on the ring
shown in Fig 1. This power is responsible for rotating the b
around thea-axis to induce the active motion of the ball. Th
upper rollers allow the ball to rotate freely about theb-axis and
thus the ball will not resist a passive motion resulting from t
motion of other balls. Four ball units are mounted on the tips
two intersecting beams as shown in Fig. 2.

Recalling that a nonconstrained vehicle in the plane has th
degrees of freedom, it suffices to have three independen
actuated ball mechanisms to achieve any desired motion. H
ever, the extra degree of freedom gained by the fourth ball mec
nism is employed in changing the angle between the intersec
beams. This feature allows for reconfiguring the base betw
narrow and wide footprints to fit better in narrow pathways and
augment static stability~prevent tip over situations!. Moreover,
this leads to changing continuously the ratio between the actu
speed and the resultant vehicle speed as will be shown in
kinematics section. Therefore, this continuously variable transm
sion vehicle is able to meet diverse speed and torque requirem
and exhibit enhanced maneuverability and efficiency. It will
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shown, as well, that this characteristic can be utilized in optim
ing the power transmitted to the vehicle as well as to match
motors and vehicle impedances.

2.2 Kinematics. The effective part of the vehicle~i.e., the
chair in the case of a wheelchair application! is mounted on the
top of the pivotal joint. For ergonomic reasons, it is required
keep this part~the chair for example! always aligned with the
bisector of the two beams~intersecting at the joint! although the
two beams rotate about this joint. This calls for using a differen
gear mechanism. As shown in Fig. 3, bevel gear 1 is fixed to be
A, bevel gear 2 to beam B, and the chair is mounted on shaa
~which holds shaftb that supports bevel gear 3!. Accordingly, the
angular velocity of the vehiclevC , is given by

vC5
vA1vB

2
, (1)

wherevA andvB are the angular velocities of beamA and beam
B, respectively, all measured about a vertical axis. Thus, i
assured that the chair is kept aligned with the bisector irrespec
of the beam motions.

Considering Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the translational velocity of a b
v i given the angular speed of the corresponding motorv i , and
assuming no slippage between the ring rollers and the ball
between the ball and the ground, is

v i5R sin~a!v i /r, (2)

wherer is the gear reduction ratio,R is the ball radius, anda530
deg is the inclination angle of the ring. Now, considering only o
part of Fig. 4, say the one containing balla, and resolving the
velocity of the ball into two components, one obtains

Vix5Vvx1L~ḟv1ḟ !cos~f!
(3)

Viy5Vvy1L~ḟv1ḟ !sin~f!

whereVix andViy are thex andy velocity components of theith
ball, Vvx and Vvy are thex and y velocity components of the
vehicle~Vix , Viy , Vvx , andVvy are all relative toXv andYv!, L
is the distance between the pivotal joint to the ball-contact po

Fig. 2 Omnidirectional reconfigurable base

Fig. 1 Ball wheel unit
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with the ground,f ~later calledbase angle! is half of the angle
between the beams, andfv is the angle between the bisector
the beams and a stationary Cartesianx-axis i.e., the orientation of
the vehicle. Rewriting this equation for the four balls, the follow
ing equation can be obtained

F Va

Vb

Vc

Vd

G5F 2sinf cosf L L

2sinf 2cosf L 2L

sinf 2cosf L L

sinf cosf L 2L

GF Vvx

Vvy

ḟv

ḟ

G (4)

or in a more compact formVi5J21Vv (5)

whereJ is the Jacobian relating the vector of individual velociti
Vi to the vector of generalized velocitiesVv. Notice that this
Jacobian has a full rank for all possible values offP@27.5 deg,
62.5 deg#, which means that it is always possible to find a co
bination of individual ball velocities to generate a desired gen
alized vehicle velocity.

As stated previously in the Introduction, the novel ball mech
nism design allows for a passive motion of the ball. In oth
words, a certain translational motion of the vehicle may caus
ball to move in a direction other than that perpendicular to
beam. Considering Fig. 4 and following the same derivation as
active velocities, the following relationship for individual ba
passive velocities and vehicle generalized velocities is obtain

F Vap

Vbp

Vcp

Vdp

G5F cosf sinf 0 0

2cosf sinf 0 0

2cosf 2sinf 0 0

cosf 2sinf 0 0

GF Vvx

Vvy

ḟv

ḟ

G (6)

or in a more compact form
Vip5PVv (7)

Fig. 3 Pivotal joint of the vehicle

Fig. 4 Passive and active velocities of balls
MARCH 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 119
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where the subscriptp stands for passive. Notice here that neith
the rotation of the vehicle nor changing the footprint configurat
causes a passive velocity.

Before moving to the dynamics analysis, let us assume a p
translational motion of the vehicle in thex-direction, that isVvy

5ḟv5ḟ50. Thus from Eq.~4!, one obtains

F Va

Vb

Vc

Vd

G5F 2sinf
2sinf
sinf
sinf

GVvx . (8)

It is clear, then, that changing the anglef would change the
ratio of ball velocities to the generalized velocity and thus
‘‘gear’’ ratio. Hence, this vehicle demonstrates a continuou
variable transmission~CVT! feature that can be exploited in dif
ferent ways as will be discussed in the following sections.

3 Dynamics
In this section, the relationship between different forces act

on the vehicle and the resulting vehicle motion will be studied.
the novel vehicle design depends on the deployment of
wheels, it becomes essential to analyze friction, traction,
twisting forces. Afterwards, a complete dynamics equation will
derived.

3.1 Friction Analysis. When a vehicle ball wheel is rotate
by the ring roller~see Fig. 1!, and because of the inclination of th
ring, a tangentialtraction forcein the active direction is generate
at the point of contact. The magnitude of the traction force can
exceed the available friction force at the point of contact. Thus
the applied torque on the ball by the ring roller yields a tract
force greater than the available friction a slip will happen a
nonholonomicity will occur. To avoid this difficulty, it is assume
throughout this article that enough friction is available to avo
slip. The set of traction forces is responsible for moving the
hicle. However, and as explained in the kinematics section, a
is allowed to roll freely about theb-axis ~the upper rollers serve
this purpose! and thus a ball will not resist a passive motion r
sulting from the motion of other balls. During such a pass
motion, each ball faces aCoulomb friction forceproportional to
the load on it and opposite to the sense of its passive mot
Finally, and for rolling the ball in the presence of friction, it
required to account for an extra torque called thetwisting torque.
These three forces, namely, traction force, friction force, a
twisting torque play an important role in the vehicle dynami
The motion control design relies on a good understanding of th
forces as will be highlighted in the control section.

3.1.1 Twisting Torque. The ball wheel deforms when a loa
is applied, hence an area of contact, not a point contact, is cre
Hence, when rotating the ball, a resisting torque arises. It is ca
twisting torque and its magnitude depends on the ball load,
contact area, and the ball and the ground material characteris

Twisting torque together with other motor and gear fricti
torques are lumped to the side of the motor as

Twi52sgn~v i ! f ti /r (9)

where f ti is its magnitude measured about thea-axis of Fig. 1.

3.1.2 Coulomb Friction. When a ball translates along a pa
sive motion direction, it overcomes a Coulomb friction forcef ip ,
proportional to the load on that ballWi , such that

f ip52sgn~v ip!mpWi , (10)

wheremp is the Coulomb coefficient of friction. The effect of th
individual ball Coulomb friction forces on the generalized vehic
forces can be found by means of Eq.~6! to be
120 Õ Vol. 124, MARCH 2002
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F Fpx

Fpy

M pfv

M pf

G5F c 2c 2c c

s s 2s 2s

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

G
3F sgn~vap! 0 0 0

0 sgn~vbp! 0 0

0 0 sgn~vcp! 0

0 0 0 sgn~vdp!

G
3F f ap

f bp

f cp

f dp

G , (11)

wherec ands stand for cosf and sinf, respectively. Notice that,
since these forces are acting along the beams, they do not c
any vehicle moment. In any case, the traction forces are res
sible for overcoming these friction forces together with the iner
of the vehicle and other forces as will be seen in the dynam
equation.

3.1.3 Traction Forces. In the same way, the set of ball trac
tion forces can be projected onto the vehicle generalized coo
nates~those corresponding to the generalized velocities! by using
the duality principle to be

Fv5J2TFi, (12)

whereFv5 bFx Fy Mfv Mfc is the vector containing the four gen
eralized forces corresponding to translation inx andy directions,
vehicle rotation, and footprint configuration change, whileFi con-
tains the four individual traction forces.

3.2 Dynamics Equation. The motors are driven by elec
tronic control circuits that regulate the currents supplied to
motors to be proportional to the commanded voltages~output of
D/A converter!. When compared to the mechanical part of t
dynamics, the dynamics of the regulation circuits and that of
armature circuits are fast and thus will be neglected. Accordin
the torqueTi generated by motori is

Ti~ t !5kui~ t !, (13)

wherek is the result of multiplying the motor torque constant wi
the voltage/current proportionality constant of the regulating c
cuit, andui(t) is the voltage input to the motor.

Now, by examining the free body diagram given in Fig. 5, th
torque has to overcome the motor and ball mechanism inertias
damping, twisting torque, and the traction force. Accordingly

Ti~ t !5I mv̇ i1dmv i1R sin~a! f i /r1sgn~v i ! f ti /r, (14)

whereI m is the combined inertia of the motor and the ball, anddm
is the combined damping of the motor and ball. Substituting
~2! and Eq.~13! into Eq. ~14!, one obtains the following traction
voltage relationship

kui~ t !5~2I mr/R!v̇ i1~2dmr/R!v i1~R/2r! f i1sgn~v i ! f ti /r.
(15)

The four equations corresponding to the four motors can be
together, and the individual ball velocities and traction forces c
be replaced with the generalized vehicle velocities and force
obtain the dynamic equation. First, putting aside the Coulomb
twisting torques, the relationship between the generalized fo
and the generalized accelerations and velocities of the vehic
found to be
Transactions of the ASME
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F Fx
Fy
Mfv

Mf

G5F M v 0 0 0

0 M v 0 0

0 0 I A1I B1I C I A2I B

0 0 I A2I B I A1I B

GF V̇vx

V̇vy

f̈v

f̈

G
1FDx 0 0 0

0 Dy 0 0

0 0 Dfv 0

0 0 0 Df

GF Vvx

Vvy

ḟv

ḟ

G
1F cos~fv!

2sin~fv!

0
0

G sin~u!M vg (16)

whereM v is the mass of the whole vehicle,I A , I B , andI C are the
inertias of beamA, beamB, and the vehicle, respectively. Al
damping forces, as those acting on the motors and the balls
gether with other unmodelled viscous-like friction forces, a
lumped in the second term of the equation. There, and for s
plicity only, a diagonal matrix is assumed.Dx , for example, de-
notes vehicle damping coefficient in thex-direction. Finally,M vg
is the weight of the vehicle, andu is the inclination angle of the
s

Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
to-
re
im-

plane containingXv andYv from the horizontal~see Fig. 4!. No-
tice that deriving this equation following Newton-Euler requir
analyzing the differential gear dynamics~internal reaction forces!
as it relates the beams’ motions to the vehicle’s motion as gi
by Eq.~1!, whereas it suffices to consider only the external forc
in the Lagrangian formulation.

Finally, by substituting for the left-hand side of Eq.~16! by Eq.
~12! and Eq.~15! while adding the passive friction forces given b
Eq. ~11!, one obtains

Fig. 5 Free body diagram of actuator-ball coupling
kfF 2s 2s s s

c 2c 2c c

L L L L

L 2L L 2L

GF u1

u2

u3

u4

G5F M v1s2Mm 0 0 0

0 M v1c2Mm 0 0

0 0 I A1I B1I C1L2Mm I A2I B

0 0 I A2I B I A1I B1L2Mm

GF V̇vx

V̇vy

f̈v

f̈

G
1F Dx1s2Dm1scMmḞ 0 0 0

0 Dy1c2Dm2scMmḞ 0 0

0 0 DFv
1L2Dm 0

0 0 0 Df1L2Dm

GF Vvx

Vvy

ḟv

ḟ

G
1F cos~fv!

2sin~fv!

0
0

G sin~u!M vg1F c 2c 2c c

s s 2s 2s

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

G
3F sgn~vap! 0 0 0

0 sgn~vbp! 0 0

0 0 sgn~vcp! 0

0 0 0 sgn~vdp!

GF f ap

f bp

f cp

f dp

G1ktF 2s 2s s s

c 2c 2c c

L L L L

L 2L L 2L

G
3F sgn~va! 0 0 0

0 sgn~vb! 0 0

0 0 sgn~vc! 0

0 0 0 sgn~vd!

GF f ta

f tb

f tc

f td

G (17)
as
ear

e
ans-
where kf52rk/R is the motor voltage-force conversion facto
Mm516r2I m /R2 is the dynamic effect of the motor inertias o
the mass vehicle,Dm516r2dm /R2 is the dynamic effect of the
motor damping on the translational damping of the vehicle,kt

51/(sin(a)R)52/R is the ball torque-force conversion factor. No
tice that Eq.~4! and Eq.~6! are used to obtain the individual ball’
r,
n

-

active and passive velocities. For obtaining this model, it w
necessary to differentiate the Jacobian matrix leading to nonlin
Coriolis terms in the damping matrix.

4 Transmission Analysis and Optimization
As will be shown in this section, the novel CVT design of th

vehicle demonstrates interesting features regarding power tr
MARCH 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 121
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mission and power consumption. Here, the performance and
mization issues of power transmission are considered in deta
is shown how to select a suitable base angle to maximize
speed or the acceleration in a desired direction. Moreover,
relation between power losses due to friction and base ang
studied.

4.1 Maximum Vehicle Speed. The dynamic model pre-
sented in the previous section and given by Eq.~17! is derived for
the case when current-regulating motor drivers are used. Thes
responsible for keeping the current supplied to the motors, wi
certain limits, proportional to a desired value irrespective of
rotational speed or the loading conditions. Thus, back electro
tive forces~emf! do not appear in the mentioned dynamics mod
However, and for power analysis purposes, we will neglect th
drivers in this section and include the back electromotive forc
This, of course, will influence only the left hand side of Eq.~17!
which corresponds to the generalized force vector generate
the motors to overcome the inertia, damping, and friction force
the vehicle~Fig. 6!.

A simplified armature circuit is considered to model the dyna
ics of the used DC-motors. The inductance of the armatur
neglected, as its corresponding time constant is much smaller
the mechanical time constant. The voltage supplied to motori is
given by

ui~ t !5Rmi ~ t !1kmv i , (18)
d

a
m

l

r
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whereRm , i, km , v i , andkmv i are the armature resistance, cu
rent, motor torque constant, motor speed, and the back em
spectively. Accordingly, the torqueTi generated by motori is

Ti~ t !5km~ui~ t !2kmv i !/Rm . (19)

Following the previous derivation steps, the generalized fo
vector generated by the motors is found to be

F Fx

Fy

Mfv

Mf

G5K fF 2s 2s s s

c 2c 2c c

L L L L

L 2L L 2L

GF u1

u2

u3

u4

G
2KeF s2 0 0 0

0 c2 0 0

0 0 L2 0

0 0 0 L2

GF Vvx

Vvy

ḟv

ḟ

G , (20)

which can replace the left-hand side of Eq.~17!. Here, K f
52rkm /(RmR)542.0@N/V# is the motor voltage-force conver
sion factor,Ke516r2km

2 /(RmR2)54730@N•s/m# corresponds to
the back electromotive forces. Now, assuming that loads on
balls are equal, then for steady-state motion on the horizo
plane, Eq.~17! becomes
K fF 2s 2s s s

c 2c 2c c

L L L L

L 2L L 2L

GF u1

u2

u3

u4

G5F 4c fp14skt f t 0 0 0

0 4s fp14ckt f t 0 0

0 0 4Lkt f t 0

0 0 0 4Lkt f t

GF sign~Vvx!

sign~Vvy!

sign~ḟv!

sign~ḟ !

G
1F Kes

21Dx1s2Dm1scMmḞ 0 0 0

0 Kec
21Dy1c2Dm2scMmḞ 0 0

0 0 KeL
21DFv

1L2Dm 0

0 0 0 KeL
21Df1L2Dm

GF Vvx

Vvy

ḟv

ḟ

G (21)
g a

e

Thus, for a simple motion in the positive x-direction, the stea
state vehicle velocity becomes

Vvx54
sKfu2~c fp1skt f t!

Kes
21Dx1s2Dm

54
s~K fu2kt f t!2c fp

s2~Ke1Dm!1Dx
, (22)

where

u52u152u25u35u4 . (23)

Figure 7 shows the vehicle velocity as a function of the b
angle. Hence, for maximizing the velocity for the given para
eters and foru524@volt#, one should choose the base angle to
around 7 degrees. However, the base angle is physically limite
values higher than 27.5 degrees, then the best solution shou
around this limit. It is worth noting that the optimal base ang
depends on the mechanical gear ratio, which is fixed to be
changing this gear ratio yields different velocity-base angle re
tions and thus it becomes possible to achieve maximum velo
even within the limits of the base angle.

4.2 Maximum Acceleration: Impedance Matching. For a
traditional servomotor coupled to its mechanical load via a red
tion gear, a suitable gear ratio can be selected to maximize
power transmitted to the load~to maximize the acceleration fo
example! for a given voltage. In other words, the impedances
the motor and the load are matched@6#. For our CVT vehicle, this
y-

se
-

be
d to
d be
le
8;

la-
city

uc-
the

of

can be achieved by selecting~through the mechanical design! the
gear ratio between the motors and the balls, and by selectin
suitable base angle.

For maximizing the acceleration of the vehicle in th

Fig. 6 Prototype of the wheelchair
Transactions of the ASME
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x-direction, for example, let us examine Eq.~17!. Increasing the
base angle~as seen from the left-hand side! increases the force
transmitted to the vehicle, from the right-hand side decreasing
angle decreases the effective vehicle mass. Thus, there is an
mum value for the base angle that produces the maximum ac
eration. Figure 8 shows the acceleration of the vehicle in
x-direction for different speeds and base angles given a cons
voltage inputu524@volt#. It is noticed that increasing the bas
angle leads to increasing the negative slope of the accelera
velocity curve. There is a critical speed~about 0.6 m/s in Fig. 8!
before which increasing the base angle increases the acceler
whereas after this critical angle the opposite happens. Let ass
a zero velocity, then the acceleration is

V̇vx5
24sKfu

M v1s2Mm
, (24)

which has a maximum at

M v5s2Mm , (25)

recalling thatM v587@kg# andMm550.6@kg#, it becomes clear
that increasing the base angle increases the acceleration. Th
timum value cannot be achieved, for the given parameters
changing only the base angle sinces2,1. However, asr is im-
bedded in bothK f andMm , one can select a gear ratior greater
than 8 to produce optimality. In other words, as the impeda
matching depends on both the hard gear ratior and on the soft
gear ratiof, optimality is achieved by selecting suitable valu
for the two.

As the vehicle is supposed to move in any direction in thex-y
plane, achieving impedance matching calls for choosing an ap
priate value for the base angle depending on the desired mo
Let us assume that

f̈v5f̈50,
(26)

V̇vy5gV̇vx ,

i.e., the vehicle’s acceleration has onlyx- and y-components.
Then, from Eq.~17!, the first two constraints yield

u352u1 ,
(27)

u452u2 ,

while the third constraint implies that

u25
c~M v1s2M !1gs~M v1c2M !

c~M v1s2M !2gs~M v1c2M !
u1 , (28)

accordingly,

Fig. 7 Vehicle velocity versus base angle
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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V̇vx5
24scKf

c~M v1s2M !2gs~M v1c2M !
u1 , (29)

Thus the maximum vehicle acceleration occurs when

~c31gs3!M v5s2c2~c1gs!Mm , (30)

which reduces to the same expression for the special case~g50!.
Notice that the selection of an appropriate base angle depend
only on the masses of the vehicle and the motors but also on
direction of motiong. Accordingly, one can achieve impedanc
matching and thus maximum acceleration dynamically by cha
ing the base anglef.

4.3 Power Efficiency. To maximize the power efficiency o
the vehicle, the power losses through friction and twisting torq
should be minimized. This can be achieved by selecting suita
materials for the balls without affecting the traction propertie
Moreover, it is possible to minimize power losses by selectin
suitable base angle as the friction forces and twisting torques
pend explicitly on it.

From Eq.~17!, the power losses through in friction and twistin
Plost , while assuming equally distributed loads on the wheels

Plost5F 4c fp14skt f t 0 0 0

0 4s fp14ckt f t 0 0

0 0 4Lkt f t 0

0 0 0 4Lkt f t

G
3F sign~Vvx!

sign~Vvy!

sign~ḟv!

sign~ḟ !

G @Vvx Vvy ḟv ḟ# (31)

Notice that the base angle appears only in translational mo
terms. Accordingly, let us assume a general plane motion with

Vvx5cos~d!Vv (32)
Vvy5sin~d!Vv

whered denotes the direction of motion. Hence, the power los
become

Plos5~cos~d!* ~4c fp14skt f t!1sin~d!* ~4s fp14ckt f t!!Vv .
(33)

Figure 9 shows the power losses, for different values ofd, as a
function of the base angle. Thus, to minimize the power los

Fig. 8 Vehicle acceleration versus velocity
MARCH 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 123
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through friction, a small base angle in the direction of moti
should be selected. Moreover, it is not recommended to move
both x and y velocity components as friction forces will add u
As before, friction forces and twisting torques and thus pow
losses depend on the hard gear ratio as well as on the soft
ratio. For optimality both of these two variables should be
lected carefully.

In conclusion, an interesting scheduling problem arises. Ba
on the planned motion trajectory, an optimal base angle can
ways be selected to assure maximum acceleration~at the begin-
ning e.g.,! maximum steady-state velocity, or minimum pow
loss. This can be achieved either manually or automatically
means of the above-derived equations.

As a matter of fact and to the knowledge of the authors, thi
the first multi-degree-of-freedom CVT design. Here, the gear r
can be defined as the relationship between four motor veloc
and the two velocity components.

5 Control
The vehicle’s model, derived in Eq.~17!, reflects a nonlinear

and time-varying dynamics. The inertia and damping matri
contain terms that change with the configuration. Moreover,
riolis forces may appear if it is desired to change the footp
configuration while the vehicle is moving. In contrast to all
these terms, which are ‘‘theoretically’’ easy to model and estim
there exist always substantial friction forces that dominate
dynamics in steady motions. These friction forces not only dep
on the loads on the individual balls and the terrain characteris
but they depend also on the base angle. This leads to the exclu
of feedback linearization control techniques from being applied
this system. Accordingly, one may consider an adaptive con
scheme that relies on robust parameter estimation.

However it is desired to design a simple robust controller t
can be implemented in real time using available onboard h
ware. Thus, we would like to consider a PD controller. For
nately, the vehicle’s four degrees of freedom are mainly decou
as can be seen from the right-hand side of Eq.~17!. Hence, it is
possible to design a decoupled SISO controller for each degre
freedom and then to find the necessary control input~motor volt-
ages! using the left-hand side of the equation. In general, the
controller looks like

u52kp~x2xd!2kvẋ, (32a)

where kp and kv are the proportional and derivative feedba
gains,xd andx are the desired and measured positions. The
formance of this control law degrades in the presence of frict
and can result in substantial tracking and steady-state errors. I

Fig. 9 Power losses as function of base angle and direction of
motion
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be shown that in order to minimize the steady-state error,
proportional feedback gain must be increased which leads
more sensitive and to a less robust performance. To avoid
problem, the estimated resultant friction forceF̂ acting on a spe-
cific degree of freedom can be fed forward as

u52kp~x2xd!2kvẋ1F̂. (33a)

Depending on the accuracy of the estimated friction force,
performance will be very close to a system without friction. Thu
the problem of friction compensation necessitates accurate est
tion of the friction force. Amin@7# suggested a method for est
mating Coulomb-like friction based on a nonlinear observer. A
suming a dynamic model of the form

ẍ5w2F~ ẋ!, (34)

wherew is the force~acceleration assuming unit mass! due to all
sources other than friction forceF( ẋ). The observer is defined
then by

â5z2kobsuẋumobs

(35)
F̂5â sign~ ẋ!,

wherekobs andmobs are design parameters,a is the magnitude of
the friction force, and the variablez is given by

ż5kobsmobsuẋumobs21@w2F̂#sign~ ẋ! (36)

It is shown in@7# that the estimation error converges asympto
cally to zero by choosingkobss0 and mobss0. However, the
design lacks a method to determine suitable values for the
parameters.

6 Simulation Experiments

6.1 Parameter Identification. As an application example, a
chair is mounted on the vehicle to form a robotic wheelchair. T
parameters of the prototype shown in Fig. 6 corresponding to
model given in Eq.~17! are identified. For this purpose a set
experiments are designed where the frequency and time respo
to various inputs are examined. The results of identification
summarized in Table 1.

All experiments were performed for the wheelchair with n
user while using rubber balls on a PVC ground. Moreover, it
assumed that loads on all balls are equal. Logically, the us
weight should be included within the mass of the vehicle. Bo
passive friction force and twisting torque vary with the weight
the vehicle; experiments with three different weights show tha
average

f ti50.3310.007M v ,
(37)

Table 1 Identified prototype parameters
Transactions of the ASME
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f ip50.13M v ,

where the constant term in the twisting torque is contribu
mainly by the internal friction of the motor and the gear. Th
yields the approximate coefficients of friction~see Eq.~10!!

mp54* f ip /~M vg!50.053. (38)

6.2 Implementation and Simulation. To show the applica-
bility of the control method, a simulation environment under SIM
ULINK is developed. The full model as given by Eq.~17! is
defined as the plant. The vehicle is commanded to follow squ
waves corresponding to the four degrees of freedom.

The proportional and derivative feedback gains of the contro
are selected to generate a closed-loop system with a natura
quencyvn510 rad/s and a damping ratioz51. As expected, the
PD-controller performs well in terms of transient response bu
can not achieve a zero steady-state error without increasing
proportional gain to very high values.

Accordingly, the observer of the last section is used to estim
the friction forces. Although the friction forces are not alwa
constant, the observer is able to estimate them very well a
tuning the observer parameters~kobs53000,mobs52!. Figure 10
shows the actual and estimated friction force acting on the v

Fig. 11 Desired and actual vehicle’s orientation angle with
friction compensation

Fig. 10 Estimated and actual friction force for y-motion
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cle’s y-translational DOF; this DOF is selected for illustration
the last two DOFs exhibit constant friction forces. With this,
becomes possible to compensate for the friction; Fig. 11 shows
tracking error for the third DOF where the steady-state error v
ishes.

The estimation of friction depends on the full knowledge of t
inertia and damping matrices. This assumption is hard to mee
reality as the uncertainty in parameters knowledge is high. Thu
is more reasonable to try to estimate the friction given only
rough model of the system. Hence, in the following, only a co
stant approximation of the inertia and damping matrices elem
were given to the observer. Simulation results show that the e
mation error is reasonable everywhere except when the be
anglef switches direction. Then, the approximate model becom
rough due to the very big Coriolis terms. However, one can s
use this estimate to compensate for friction. Then, it can be s
that the steady-state error is still close to zero for all degree
freedom.

Finally, the effect of motor saturation is studied. Figure
shows the tracking errors for one of the vehicle’s motions a
introducing a saturation element in the simulation correspond
to ui510 volt while the observer has only an approximate mod
This figure shows that, even with the approximate observer mo
and motor saturation, the performance of the PD-controller w
friction compensation is acceptable.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel design of an omnidirectional vehicle

presented. Kinematic and dynamic models of this ball-based f
print configurable CVT vehicle are derived. Friction and twistin
torque effects are discussed and included. The advantages g
by the CVT feature are analyzed and discussed. Finally, a sim
PD-controller with friction compensation is considered and sim
lation results show its applicability.

Friction forces vary depending not only on the load and terr
characteristics but on the base angle as well. This makes the
tion characteristics highly complex and difficult to model. T
overcome this difficulty an adaptive friction compensation tec
nique is applied to the system.

Nomenclature

Dm 5 motors damping projected on vehicle dam
ing, Kg/s

Dx 5 vehicle damping coefficient in the
x-direction, kg/s

Fig. 12 Desired and actual vehicle’s position along the y-axis
with motor saturation
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Fi 5 ball traction forces vector, N
Fv 5 vehicle generalized forces vector, N, N•m
F 5 actual friction force, N
F̂ 5 estimated friction force, N

I A , I B , andI C 5 inertia of beam A, beam B, and vehicle,
Kg•m•m

I m 5 motor and ball combined inertia, Kg•m•m
J 5 Jacobian: balls active velocitiesVi to ve-

hicle generalized velocitiesVv,
Ke 5 back electromotive force lumped constant,

Kg/s
K f 5 motor voltage-force conversion factor,

N/volt
L 5 distance between the pivotal joint to the

ball-contact point with the ground, m
Mm 5 motors inertia projected on vehicle mass,

Kg
M v 5 vehicle mass, Kg

P 5 Jacobian: generalized vehicle velocitiesVv
to balls passive velocitiesV ip ,

Plos 5 power losses in friction and twisting, Watt
R 5 ball radius, m

Rm 5 motor resistance, Ohm
Ti 5 torque generated by motori, N•m

Twi 5 twisting torque of balli, N•m
Vi 5 ball i active velocity, m/s

Vip 5 ball i passive velocity, m/s
Vix 5 x component of balli active velocity, m/s
Viy 5 y component of balli active velocity, m/s
Vvx 5 x component of vehicle velocity, m/s
Vvy 5 y component of vehicle velocity, m/s
Wi 5 weight of vehicle acting on balli, N

a 5 friction force magnitude in observer model
N

dm 5 motor and ball combined damping, Kg•m/s
f ip 5 Coulomb friction force acting on balli, N
f ti 5 twisting torque magnitude of balli, N•m

i 5 current supplied to motor, Amp
k 5 motor constant, N•m/Volt

kf 5 motor voltage-force conversion factor,
N/volt
126 Õ Vol. 124, MARCH 2002
kobs andmobs 5 observer design parameters,
kp 5 proportional feedback gain, N/m
km 5 back electromotive force constant, volt•s
kv 5 derivative feedback gain, N•sm
kt 5 ball torque-force conversion factor, l/m
x 5 measured position, m

xd 5 desired position, m
ui 5 voltage input to motori, Volt
w 5 non-friction forces, N
z 5 friction observer state, N
a 5 inclination angle of the ring, degree
f 5 base angle: half of the angle between the

beams, degree
fv 5 vehicle orientation: angle between the bi-

sector of the beams and a stationary Carte
sianx-axis, degree

mp 5 Coulomb coefficient of friction
r 5 gear reduction ratio
u 5 vehicle inclination angle from the horizon-

tal, degree
vA , vB , vC 5 Angular velocity of beam A, beam B, and

vehicle, rad/s
v i 5 angular velocity of motori, rad/s
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